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Introduction
The National Trade Conversation was a large scale deliberative research project that was commissioned
at the beginning of 2020, as a collaboration between Which? and our research partner, Hopkins Van Mil.
The focus of the discussions was on what matters most to people about the consumer aspects of trade
deals when the risks and benefits are explained in detail.
This document comes in three sections and describes the research’s recruitment and sample,
the discussion guides used by moderators and finally the materials and tasks presented to participants
during the research.
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Recruitment
Specification
Criteria

Target

Gender

50% identifying as male / female

Age

Good age distribution across age groups from every adult life stage 18+

Ethnicity

A range of ethnicities in line with 2011 Census/ latest ONS demographic figures England/Scotland/Wales

Disabilities

16% of sample in line with current ONS figures

Life stage
Current working status
and type

A broad range of life stages from students and career starters, raising young children to empty nesters and those who are
retired
A range of people who are employed (part-time/ fulltime/ self-employed) and unemployed, plus those who are retired

Right not to disclose

Allow participation among those whose preference it is not to disclose sensitive information e.g. ethnicity/voting record. 3 per

sensitive data

location
A range of people from those who are economically disadvantaged to those who are comfortable and affluent.

Socio-economic groups

NE England/

Southern England/

South Wales/

East Scotland/

Newcastle

Swindon

Cardiff

Dundee

AB

18%

22%

16%

16%

17%

C1

32%

31%

29%

34%

28%

C2

19%

22%

21%

20%

23%

DE

31%

25%

33%

30%

31%

Approximately in line with regions:
Of those who voted:
Dundee: 60%
Brexit preference

Remain 40% Leave Didn’t Vote 35%

Cardiff: 53% Remain 46% Leave Didn’t Vote 30%
Swindon: 45% Remain 55% Leave Didn’t Vote 24%
Newcastle: 38% Remain 62% Leave Didn’t Vote 31%
Northern Ireland: 44% Remain 56% Leave Didn’t Vote 37%
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N. Ireland

Urban Rural: Recruitment

should draw both urban
and rural participants from
the area around the
workshop location. Max
50% of participants to live
in the venue town/city.

Newcastle= Urban & Rural – drawing from Alnwick to the North, Spennymore to the South and Newbrough to the West;
Swindon= Urban & Rural – drawing from Stow on the Wold to the North, Malmesbury to the West, Tidworth to the South and
Didcot to the East.
Cardiff = Urban & Rural – drawing from Treforest, Cardiff and the Valleys
Dundee = Urban & Rural – drawing from Brechin to the North, Dunkeld to the West and Glenrothes to the South
Northern Ireland = Spread of participants from across NI
Test question – might include:

Attitudinal – to achieve
a diversity

To what extent are you interested in the benefits the UK can achieve through new trade deals?
1/3rd Very interested
1/3rd Not interested
1/3rd Somewhat interested/not thought about previously

Experience of market
research/ deliberation

Must not have taken part in a focus group/ public dialogue/ citizens’ assembly/ citizens’ jury in the last 12 months
Must not be working or have close family members working in the following fields:
Civil service in DIT/Defra/BEIS
Local govt in trading standards/food hygiene
Local, regional or national politics as an elected member or their staff

Exclusions

Food standards
Data protection and data security
Product safety (e.g. car design, toy manufacture, cosmetics/toiletries etc)
Must be UK/EU citizens
Must not be politically active around Brexit and trade.

Willingness to be
filmed/recorded
Willingness to be
interviewed by media
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The workshops will be recorded and filmed for reporting purposes but participants will not be identified by name.
There may be media interest in these workshops – some participants (min 20%) to be willing to be interviewed if requested.

Technology

To create a shared experience participants will need to have exclusive access to a computer (lap top or desktop) or a tablet

requirements for online

with a camera and microphone for the workshops and Reflection tasks and have reliable access to broadband wifi/ 4g/5g

engagement

network.
Preferably the participants can identify a quiet space at home to take part, but some background home life is fine (family
members passing by, dogs etc).
Tech tryouts and being able to contact HVM on the day if there are any tech issues means participants should be willing to be
contacted directly by HVM to help the process run smoothly.

Agreement to Which?
Privacy Notice
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Because the Reflection element of the project will be complete by participants using Which?s research platform Recollective,
participants will need to agree to Which?’s privacy notice: https://www.which.co.uk/help/our-policies-andstandards/1975/which-privacy-notice

Recruitment Breakdown by Location
South

Northern

East Coast

Southern

England

Wales

Ireland

Scotland

England

Male

9

10

11

9

10

Female

10

11

8

9

10

18-24

3

3

2

1

2

25-35

5

4

4

4

8

36-46

3

7

5

5

2

47-59

44

3

6

4

3

60-69

3

4

2

2

2

70+

1

0

2

2

White

17

18

17

16

18

2

0

0

2

0

Mixed/ Multiple ethnic group

0

2

0

0

0

Asian/ Asian British

0

1

2

0

2

Yes

4

4

3

2

2

No

15

17

15

16

18

Prefer not to say

0

0

1

0

0

Employed

12

12

12

10

11

Self-employed

2

2

3

0

4

Retired

1

2

2

2

3

Unemployed

2

2

0

2

1

Furloughed

0

1

0

1

0

Homemaker

1

0

0

0

0

Student

1

1

2

3

1

Socio-economic

A

0

0

0

0

0

groups

B

3

3

5

4

5

Gender

Age

Black/African/Caribbean
Ethnicity

Disability

Current working
status and type
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Northern

/Black British

Brexit preference

C1

7

7

7

5

7

C2

3

2

4

3

5

D

5

5

1

4

2

E

1

2

2

2

1

Remain

5

10

8

7

10

Leave

8

7

6

5

6

Didn’t vote

5

2

4

6

0

1

2

1

0

4

Urban

7

10

8

8

5

Suburban

10

7

5

6

10

Rural

2

4

6

4

5

Not eligible to vote at the
time
Urban/
Rural
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Discussion Guides: Southern England
Workshop 1
Agenda

Welcome &
introductions

Process

Expected outcomes

Warm welcome to the first workshop, setting the tone for the session:

Everyone knows the facilitation team and

LF: Hello and welcome to this first of four workshops about the trade deals the UK is

specialists in the room and why; and their

making. For the next few minutes, I’ll be sharing some information to help you settle in

roles and responsibilities in the time we

and understand what’s going on and introduce the facilitation team who’ll be with you

are together.

throughout.
Explain the overall process of workshops and reflection tasks, agenda for this
Process,
Agenda, Ground
rules

evening and ground rules
Describe overall process
Describe tonight
Guidance for virtual workshops

Understand what is happening, when and
what’s expected when taking part in this
virtual space.

Ground rules for how we work together
Introduce first use of Menti voting
Q1: What 3 words come to mind when you think about the word: Trade?
Menti Vote

Q2: To what extent does trade affect your life?

Baseline understanding on awareness and

Q3: To what extent has the COVID-19 crisis changed your awareness of worldwide trade?

views on trade

Q4: Tell us one thing about yourself
LF: Summarises where we get with the responses.
Which?
Introduction

Which? introduces the purpose of the workshops and tasks, why now, COVID-19 impact
and the big question:
What matters to people about the consumer aspects of trade deals when the
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Know why Which? is running these
workshops

Agenda

Process

Expected outcomes

risks and benefits are explained?
LF: we will now be moving into our first small group discussions, where we will get to
know each other and talk about why Which? are doing this work.
Everyone to introduce themselves and discuss what we know about trade.
Small group
introductions &
first discussions
on trade

Q1: What have we learnt about trade from the things we chose?

Participants know each other in small

Q2: What else do we know about trade and how it affects our lives?

groups and discuss first impressions on

Group discussion, asking participants to build on each other’s contributions.

trade

Move to plenary.
Video presentation: David Henig, director of European Centre for International Political
What we trade?

Economy.

Basic understanding of what the UK

Follow up point by Sue Davies Which?: Importance of making trade deals with

trades with who

other countries outside the EU, when our EU trade deal is uncertain.
Break
Small group discussions on what we trade:
Ask participants to open Workshop 1 Envelope and use the What We Trade Summary to
help discussions later on. Show pp slides showing what we import/export goods &
Small group
discussions on
what we trade

services.
Q3: What surprised us about what we trade?
If services not raised: what are your thoughts on the services that we trade?
Q4: What questions do we have about what we trade?
Also use chat function to gather questions
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Explore thoughts around what UK trades

Agenda

Process

Expected outcomes

Facilitators use answers from previous workshops to answer questions where possible and
encourage others.
Return to plenary.
Why we trade &
how trade deals
are made

LF introduces presentation on:

Understand the reasons for trading and

Why we trade and how trade deals are made (facts of life).

how deals are made

Small group discussions on what we’ve heard this evening
Chris talked about two things: impact of trade on life in the UK and how trade
deals are made.
Q5: Starting with the impact of trade on the UK: what did you hear that was
most interesting to you?
Q6: What did you hear that was news to you about how trade negotiations
Small group
discussions on
why we trade,
how deals are
made

work?
Prompts:

Explore thoughts about why we trade and

5-7 years to do deal

how deals are made.

Tariffs
Non-tariff barriers: regulations
Trade objectives: US Export food of different standards/UK want to work in the US public
sector including defence.
In your packs are summaries of why we trade and how we trade, suggest you read
through to help remind yourself of key points.

Return to plenary.
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Agenda

Process

Introducing
online
homework
space

Introduce the online space: you can view extra material that we aren’t showing in the
workshops, go back and view the videos we’ve shown and some other short activities.

Know what’s expected of reflection tasks

There will be new tasks after each workshop.
Time for participants to ask any follow up questions about the process or the evening.
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Expected outcomes

Allows participants space to raise any
points before they sign off.

Workshop 2
Agenda

Process

Expected outcomes

Warm welcome back to the second workshop.
Welcome,
introductions &
agenda

LF: Here’s a reminder of the question we are exploring during these workshops.
Here’s the plan for this morning.

Everyone knows the facilitation team and
specialists in the room and why

Go to www.menti.com and enter the code on the screen
What did you find most interesting from workshop 1?
Small group discussions building on reflection tasks. Groupings from W1.
Reflection
Tasks review

Q1: What were the positive and negative impacts of trade that you heard

Opportunity to reflect on

from the video animations?

what we’ve learnt so far

Positive

Negative

E.g. choice

e.g. business closures

Introduction to the Country Trade briefings:
LF: The Government has stated it wants to “deepen trade and investment relationships
with like-minded partners” and has chosen to start with these countries:
USA
Introduction to
Country Trade
Briefings

Australia/New Zealand
Japan
All these countries have been chosen because of factors including the size of their
economies, the amount of trade they do with the UK, and the opportunity to increase
the amount of trade we do.
Overall, the Government believes trade deals with these countries will benefit the
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Know why we are looking
at these countries and how.

Agenda

Process

Expected outcomes

economy by bringing investment, better jobs, higher wages and lower prices.
With Japan, the Government has just agreed a deal in principle – the details of which
will be published soon but is expected to include greater protection for regional food
labels e.g. Wensleydale and Welsh Lamb and reduced tariffs on car parts for e.g.
Nissan production in the UK.
The UK does not have a trade deal with US / Aus and NZ so it provides a totally new
opportunity.
In this workshop we will hear about and discuss trade deals with the USA and Australia
& New Zealand. You will hear about Japan in the homework task.
Please take notes during the briefings of any questions or thoughts you
have.
Move to small groups.
Aus/NZ Video Presentation: The video is about 10 mins, but we will look at it in
two chunks and discuss what we’ve heard.
Video:
Country Trade
Briefing:
Australia/ NZ
Video

Size of trade with Aus/NZ
Goods & services traded

Understand the key points of the

NZ/Aus objectives

Australia/NZ /UK trade negotiations

Q8: What was news to us about what we trade with Aus/NZ?
Q9: What did we hear about Aus/NZ objectives for trading with the UK?
RESTART VIDEO:
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Agenda

Process

Expected outcomes

UK Objectives for trade deals: Aus / NZ
Alignments and differences
Q10: What objectives does the UK want from a trade deal with Aus/NZ?
Let’s look at the Aus/NZ summary.
Q11: So, given all that we’ve heard and read, what questions/reflections do
we have about making a trade deal with the AUS/NZ?
Q12: What did we hear about these trade deals that we thought was good?
For us as consumers
For us as a country?
Q13: What things did hear that we thought could be negative?
For us as consumers
For us as a country?
Return to plenary.
Break
USA Video Presentation:
Size of US economy & what it exports
UK’s largest country trading partner
Country Trade
Briefing: USA

Goods & services traded

trade negotiations
Q2: What is news to us about what we trade with the US?
RESTART VIDEO:
Trade negotiation status
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Understand the key points of the USA/UK

Agenda

Process

Expected outcomes

US objectives
Q3: What are the objectives that the US wants from a trade deal with us?
RESTART VIDEO
UK objectives
Summary
Q4: What are the objectives that the UK wants from a trade deal with the
USA?
Let’s open our workshop pack for today and look at the USA summary inside.
Q5: So, given all that we’ve heard and read, what questions/reflections do
we have about making a trade deal with the USA?
Q6: What did we hear about this trade deal that we thought was positive?
For us as consumers
For us as a country?
Q7: What did we hear that we thought could be negative?
For us as consumers
For us as a country?
Q14: What are the kinds of give and take or trade-offs we might expect to
Round up on
what we heard
from both
countries

face when negotiating with USA and Aus/NZ?
Prompt if necessary, for example: if we block US meat products, the US may not lower
tariffs on UK food products or the high tariffs on UK cars
What we buy/choice, economic, environmental?
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Deliberate on implications of trade objectives
of different countries.

Agenda

Process

Expected outcomes

Return to plenary
Menti Vote: Go to www.menti.com.
Menti and
What’s next

What 3 words come to mind when you think about the word: Trade?
Before our next workshop we’d like you to watch a third video on trade with Japan and
also share your thoughts on a short video giving a range of views on what we might
want trade deals to deliver.

Close
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Understand the next reflection task

Workshop 3
Agenda

Process

Expected outcomes

Warm welcome back to the third workshop.
We have the same team from Which? and HVM.
Welcome,
introductions
& agenda

Everyone knows the

Here’s a reminder of our overall question….

facilitation team and

Over the past two workshops we’ve looked at what we trade and why and different countries.

specialists in the room

Tonight, we’ll start by talking about our homework tasks: Japan and what we want trade deals to deliver.

and why

Then we will be using what we’ve learnt so far to explore the trade issues around food and cars.
Welcome new group: quick introductions:
Name and one thing about ourselves we’d like to share

Reflection
Tasks review

Q1: Pros and cons of trade deal with Japan?

Opportunity to reflect

Q2: Reasons why?

on homework and the

What we want trade deals to deliver? Video: Draw on Recollective responses to probe

different potential
impacts of trade deals

Q: 3 From what you heard in the video – which opinions did you find most compelling when
thinking about what trade deals should deliver?

Bringing
Trade to Life
Intro: Food
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LF introduces Introduction to Food & Trade Video

Understand the key

In this video we hear from five organisations with an interest in trade and food: We’ll hear from Which? The Fair

issues around food

Trade Foundation, The National Farmers Union, the think tank Chatham House and the British Retail Consortium.

and trade deals

Agenda

Process

Expected outcomes

Q4. Having watched the video: take a couple of minutes to gather your thoughts and note down
the four/five most important trade implications for food that you heard.
Facilitator to note four points for each participant
Note similarities & differences and discuss with the group
4a. why they are important.
Bringing
trade to life:
food small
group
discussion

4b. do they differ when we think about different factors such as environment / affordability / jobs?
Use Food Summary Sheet in Trade Pack to prompt conversation if helpful.
We’ve heard that tariffs and standards are two of the biggest food trade issues…

Gather views on
implications of trade
on food & views on
standards

Q5: Let’s take a moment to review this summary of different food standards
Which are the differences in standards that stood out most to you? Why? Which are most
important to maintain when we leave the EU? Are there other standards we should adopt?
Q6: In summary, do you want trade deals to open our supermarket shelves, cafes & takeaways to
cheaper foods produced to different standards? Why/why not? 1 reason per participant
Break
Presentation on Bringing trade to life: Cars
Bringing
Trade to Life
Cars

We are now looking at a how our biggest import and exported good: cars, is influenced by trade deals.

Understand the

We’ll be discussing how trade deals influence what’s available to us in the UK, at what cost and the safety

impacts of trade on

standards in our small groups afterwards, so use your pen and paper to make a note of any comments/

the cars available to us

questions.
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Agenda

Process
Q7: Take a couple of minutes to note down the 2-3 most important trade implications for cars that

Bringing
Trade to Life:
Small group
discussion:
Cars

you heard from the video:
Facilitator to note 2-3 points for each participant
Note similarities & differences and discuss with the group.
Why they are important?
Q8: Given all of our discussions today about standards: Where would we put ourselves on this
‘Sally’- ‘Simon’ scale? Why?
Menti Vote: Go to www.menti.com.
Thinking about our question:
‘what matters most to consumers about the UK’s trade deals with the risks and opportunities are

Menti

explained?’
What are the risks that matter most to you from what you’ve heard so far during the workshops/homework?
What are the opportunities that appeal most to you from what you’ve heard so far?
Who would you most want on the UK’s trade negotiating team?
(Location specific celebrities).
LF: Our final workshop is this Sunday 10-12 and 2-4pm. Before we meet then we’d like you to look at the

What’s next

summaries of what other groups discussed in their bringing trade to life sessions, an introduction to digital trade
and a short video on how toiletries can be influenced by trade deals.

Close
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Expected outcomes

Workshop 4A
Agenda

Process

Expected outcomes

LF: Warm welcome back to our fourth and final workshop on the UK’s trade deals which
is being run in two parts today. Question Reminder
We have the same team from Which? and HVM to support discussions.
Welcome,
introductions &
agenda

Over the past three workshops we’ve looked at what we trade, with who and why and
how that relates to everyday products. Today, we’ll start by exploring another

Everyone knows the facilitation team

dimension of trade deals – digital. We’ll then spend time working together on our
priorities and what matters to us as consumers about trade deals.
Let’s start by discussing what we thought of our reflection tasks.
Small group discussions building on reflection task: W3 group discussion
headline findings on food and products:
Small groups same as W1.
Q1: What different thinking was sparked by reading the discussions from
other groups on trade deals around food and cars?

Reflection

Prompts as necessary:

Tasks review

Similarities
Difference
Additional thoughts?
Q2: What was the key issue for you raised in the new video on toiletries and
trade?
What role should trade deals play in product standards?
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Opportunity to reflect on what other groups
thoughts on trade issues relevant to
food/cars/toiletries

Agenda
Digital aspects
of trade deals:
what can
consumers
expect

Process

Expected outcomes

LF introduces video on digital aspects of trade: The video will be a reminder of the
digital video reviewed in HW3.

Understand the key issues related to the

We’ll be discussing what we’ve heard in our small groups afterwards, so make a note of

digital aspects of trade deals

any comments/ questions.
Small group discussion: key issues, opportunities and risks of digital aspects
of trade
Run through the key points in the Summary of Digital Trade and then ask…
Q3: What are the key issues for you from what we heard about digital aspects
of trade?
Prompt as necessary

Digital aspects

What are the opportunities?

of trade deals:

What are the risks?

Gather views on risks and opportunities

small group

So, what are some of the trade-offs e.g.:

related to digital aspects of deals

discussions

Data Privacy vs Limiting access
Consumer protections vs Targeting cost of goods/services
Note for facilitators if participants mention protecting personal data vs freer sharing of
online behaviour data: you can't protect some data in a more robust way and have
different rules about other data. So, if people want control over how any of their data is
used + stored, that applies to everything.
Q4: How do you feel about trading your digital rights with another country to
enable access to a different range of products and services?
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Agenda

Process

Expected outcomes

Break
Begin to gather our thoughts on priorities for Government
Small group discussion:
Pulling together a trade Dossier of Evidence: Time to revisit summaries and
gather the information most relevant to the question: what matters to people
about the consumer aspects of trade deals etc. from…
Let’s take 5minutes to individually review our trade summary sheets: suggest
Reviewing what

start with W1 summaries.

we’ve

What information is important for us to have front of mind as we develop out priorities?

Prevent recency affect and refresh

heard/learnt so

W1: What we trade & why?

memories of topics raised at previous

far: small

e.g. Amount of services we trade, difference between and FTA and WTO trading

workshop

groups

W2: Country specific trade deals

e.g. Size of US as a trading partner?
Unique opportunities from Japan/USA/Aus/NZ?
W3: Food, other products & digital

e.g. Different standards/impacts?
This a summary of the kinds of trade-offs we are likely to face: what do we need to
factor into our priorities?
Big Picture

F: introduces two-part task: What matters to me and 3 Gs.

Identify the values that should drive trade

Task: What

F: For this first part, you’ll work on your own. We’d like you to add your thoughts on

deals and start to rank priorities by

matters to

the template What matters about trade deals to:

importance: guarantee through to less

me/country/

Me/my family? (primarily you as a consumer rather than e.g. a business person)

important.
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Agenda

Process

world & 3 Gs

The UK?

Expected outcomes

The world?
Think about food/products/digital we’ve discussed.
Participants briefly share one point each from me/uk/world.
We will now come together to share thoughts and create a summary of points
on:
Guarantee
Give away
Good to have (use for areas where there are less strong views)
Prompt: How, if at all, do these points change if we think about them in relation to
food/products/digital?
We’ll share our thoughts with the rest of the group after lunch – who’d like to talk to it?
Lunch Break
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A break from the screen, participants return
refreshed.

Workshop 4b
Agenda

Welcome back

Process
Welcome back to our final session. A reminder of the afternoon’s agenda: developing
considerations and priorities to inform Which’s campaign to government.

Big Picture

LF invites the three small groups to share their Guarantees / Good to have / give away

Task: sharing

slides

group work

If time: invite comments/observations

Introduction to
final
deliberations
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Expected outcomes

Participants ready to work together

Hear range of views across the group on
values and what’s important

Explain final task: building on our work together throughout the workshops and
reflection tasks and Big Picture Task: develop a set of priorities (max 5) on what
matters to consumers about the UK’s trade deals, understanding the risks and benefits
involved.

Understand how to develop final priorities

Agenda

Process

Expected outcomes

Allow time for personal reflection if right for your group to develop 5
Final

priorities.

deliberations:
small group

Q: Our trade deals must deliver

discussions:

As a group, we will now create 5 priorities

creating a set

Work on priorities & because

of trade

Our trade deal should deliver this…

negotiation

Because….

Final priorities on what matters to consumers

priorities for

Prompts:

about trade deals developed

government

Focus can be on particular products/services and countries/regions
What matters to us particularly in S. Wales?
Reminder of summary of trade-offs to consider
Finalise priorities template and highlight key points to share after the break and who
from group will share.
Return to Plenary

Break
Small groups

LF invites the three small groups to make 5min presentations on final

share priorities

deliberations to Which? highlighting their priorities.
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Agenda

Process

Expected outcomes

LF and Which? thank participants for their time and commitment in taking
part.
Thank you and

Explain what Which? and HVM will do with your inputs, how to feedback on the

what happens

process and how to stay in touch.

next

Menti Vote: Go to www.menti.com.

Which?’s campaign work on trade
Three words about trade
One final thought you’d like share with the UK’s trade negotiators.

Close
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Understand how this process will feed into

Thank you everyone and goodbye.

Written materials presented
to participants during workshop 1

Source for slide 1:
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/868378/200227_UK_trade_in_Numbers_full_web_version_final.pdf
Source for slide 2: DIT’s Trade and Investment Core Statistics Book, version as of 7 July 2020
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Source for slide 3:
https://www.ons.gov.uk/economy/nationalaccounts/balanceofpayments/bulletins/uktrade/april2019
Source for slide 4:
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/868378/200227_UK_trade_in_Numbers_full_web_ve
rsion_final.pdf
Source for slide 5: Source for slide 2: DIT’s Trade and Investment Core Statistics Book, version as of 7th July 2020
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Participant trade pack – Southern England
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Reflection tasks
Reflection tasks to be completed between workshops 1 and 2
(1) The first workshop focused on what the UK trades and why we, as a nation, trade with other countries.
We showed you some videos about this which you can watch again if you want by clicking the images below.
a. Now that you’ve had a bit of time to let the session sink in, what would you say are your main reflections on the
information that was shown and what was discussed?
(2) In the session we discussed why the UK trades. We’d now like you to watch part one
(https://youtu.be/x51SlwwZKEE) of a short video from the UK Trade Policy Observatory called "Gains from Trade". In
the next task we'll ask you to view and comment on the second part. We would like you to watch the video twice and
make a note of your reactions to the content of the videos. We would then like you to answer the following three
questions:
a. What do you find the most interesting about the content of the video?
b. What do you find the least interesting about the content of the video?
c. What are your overall thoughts on the message of the video?
(3) We’d now like you to watch part two of the video (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6RpHW5tYAKA).
Like before, we would like you to watch the video twice and make a note of your reactions. We would then like you to
answer the following three questions about the content of the video:
a. What do you find the most interesting about the content of the video?
b. What do you find the least interesting about the content of the video?
c. What are your overall thoughts on the message of the video?
(4) Imagine you were able to have a meeting with the UK’s lead trade negotiator.
a. What questions, if any, would you have for them given what we’ve discussed about trade and the two videos
you’ve seen today? (We’ll do our best to answer any questions you raise between now and the next
workshop!)
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Reflection tasks to be completed between workshops 2 and 3
(1) We explored the USA and Australia and New Zealand in our workshops.
We'd now like you to watch this video on Japan.
As you watch, we'd like you think about these questions:
a. What did you hear that you thought could be positive for the UK?
b. What did you hear that you thought could be negative for the UK?
Please note down out the issues that are important for you by pausing, adding an emoticon and saying why is
important.
(2) There are a range of views from across the spectrum on trade-offs we face when making trade deals and what trade
deals could deliver for us. We've made a short video which gives three specific views on what trade deals can deliver.
Three organisations contributed to the video: the Confederation of British Industry (CBI), the British Retail Consortium
(BRC) and Chatham House.
We’d like you to watch the video twice. The first time just watch it for the content and make some notes on what you
find interesting and your reactions. The second time we'd like you to let us know what you think and feel about the
different views by dropping markers (emojis) onto the video. Please write a comment on why you’ve placed your
chosen emoji(s) where you have when you place the marker. After you’ve finished watching the video please let us
know your overall thoughts on the content of the video in the box below.
(3) Now, imagine you were able to speak with one of the lead trade negotiators working on either the Japan or US trade
deal.
a. What questions, if any, would you have for them?
(4) The next workshop is going to be looking at trade in three different sectors: food, toiletries and automobiles. To
get ready for that conversation we’d like you to take a photo of an item in your home from one of those sectors (for
instance, an item of food, a toiletry or even your car) and comment on the trade factors that are relevant to
that product.
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Reflection tasks to be completed between workshops 3 and 4 a/b
(1) In our workshop we heard about the impact of trade deals on our food and on cars. In this video, we hear how
toiletries and cosmetics can be influenced by trade deals. As you watch, please note down out the issues that are
important for you by pausing, adding an emoticon and saying why is important.
(2) We’ve already spoken about the trade in physical goods and services. For today’s reflection task we'll ask you to watch
the video and make a note of your reactions to the content of this video looking at Digital Trade. It is important for
digital trade to be considered when the government makes new trade deals. What is in the deal can affect:
How digital services you might use are delivered
What happens to your data when you use a digital service like online shopping, or when you use a web enabled
product
 Your rights when buy a product online
 What sort of services, websites and information you can access
 The prices you might be charged as a result of AI processing your data.



a. What was new or surprised you about what was in the video?
(3) As we mentioned in the last workshop we would like you to take a moment to reflect on what other groups said in
relation to food and trade and cars and cars. Please take a moment to review the summary of each of the three group
discussions.
a. Is there anything you would add or you think is missing in relation to trade in either food or cars?
b. Has this triggered any additional thoughts or reflections for you?
Please use the marker provided to add your comments.
If this was your groups feel free to add anything you think has been missed or should be emphasized.
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